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Introduction 

The purpose of the present article is, first, to trace, in brief, the development of the 

notion "caract~re constitutionnel" of constituent instruments of international organizations, 

particularly among doctrines, and second, to survey the principal doctrines in this regard, 

specifically in terms of the interpretative framework, with some comments added. This 
problem is getting more attention as international organjzations - particularly the United 

Nations - have important powers and fulfil sometimes delicate and controversial functions. 

Since the structures, powers, functions, etc, are all provided in the constituent instruments 

of international organizations, every dispute would, in principle, be reduced to that of inter-

pretation of constituent instruments. And these conflicting interpretations frequently refer 

* This is a portion of the frst part of the present writer's more comprehensive article under the title "Inter-

pretation Process of Constituent Instruments of Intemational Organizations" (in Japanese) in the Hogaku-
Kenkyu (Law and Politics) 16 (1986). It is dedicated to the late professor Takeshi Minagawa and Pro-
fessor Leo Gross of The Fletcher School of Law and Diplornacy. 
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to the legal nature of constituent instruments as constitutions of international organizations 

or as treaties among sovereign States.l 

I. Development O the Notion "Caract~re Constitutionnel" 
t
f
 

Of Constltuent InstrumentS 

1. Classification of treaties has long occupied the minds of scholars.2 If there is any strain 

between the diversity of objects to be regulated and the identity of methods to regulate with 

- treaties -, the problem whether various kinds of treaties can be governed by the same 

system of "law of treaties" will continue to be at the root of different interpretations. 

It seems to be Lord McNair who first pointed out and attempted to deal systematically 

with this problem. In his article, "The Functions and Differing Legal Character of Treaties" 

in 1930,3 McNair classified treaties into four categories - (1) treaties having the character 

of conveyances, (2) treaties having the character of contracts, (3) Iaw-making treaties ( i. 

treaties creating constitutional international law, ii. treaties creating or declaring ordinary 

international law, or pure law-making treaties), (4) treaties akin to charters of incorporation. 

This attempt was based upon such criteria as effect of war, use of travaux pr~paratoires as 

a means of interpretation,4 opposability to non-parties, Iack of unanimity in their operations. 

McNair concluded as follows: 

"My submission is that the task of deciding [disputes arising upon treaties] will be 

made easier if we free ourselves from the traditional notion that the instrument known 

as the treaty is governed by a single set of rules, however inadequate, and set ourselves 

to study the greatly different legal character of the several kinds of treaties and to frame 

rules appropriate to the character of each kinds.5" 

2. The establishment of "the supreme type of international organization6" - the United 

Nations - provoked a large concern among scholars with respect to the method of inter-
pretation of the Charter. 

Pollux (E. Hambro), at the head of his article "The Interpretation of the Charter7" 
which is an excellent treatment of this problem, pointed out succinctly the essential position: 

"The Charter, Iike every written Constitution, will be a living instrument. It will be 

applied daily; and every application of the Charter, every use of an Article, implies an 

l Almost all of the cases concerning international organizations in the International Court of Justice are 
related to the interpretation of constituent instruments, and references to the legal nature of constituent in-

struments can be found in many of the dissenting and separate opinions. 
* See, e,g. , Rapisardi-Mirabelli, La classlficati0,1 des traitds internationaux, 4 REVUE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL 

ET DE LEGISLATION COMPAR~E 653 (1923), Kraus, Syst~me et fonction des traitds internationaux, 50 RECUEIL DES 

COURS 311 (1931~IV). 
* Il BRIT. Y.B INT'L L. 100 (1930), reprinted in LORD McNAIR, THE LAW OF TREATIES 739 (1961). 
' In this regard, McNair made an affirmative reference to the use or non-use of travaux priparatoires in 

accordance with whether a treaty concerned belongs to (2) or (3), which had been proposed by Q. Wright 
(The Interpretation ofMu!ti!ateral Treaties, 23 AM. J. INT'L L. 94 (1929)). But see LORD McNAlR, THE LAW 

5 LORD McNAIR, THE LAW OF TREATIES 754 (1961). 
" Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations, [1949] I. C. J. 179. 

' 23 BRrr. Y.B. INT'L L. 54 (1946). 
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interpretation; on each occasion a decision is involved which may change the existing 

law and start a new constitutional development. A constitutional customary law will 

grow up and the Charter itself will merely form the framework of the Organization 
which will be filled in by the practice of the different organs.8" 

It must be noted, however, that this kind of dynamic understanding of constituent 
instruments is contrasted with a still persistent and not negligible traditional opinion favoring 

the State sovereignty. L. Kopelmanas, for example, stated: 

"Les limitations que [1es dispositions de la Charte des Nations Unies] apportent ~ 

la souverainet6 des Etats membres, sont en effet 6tablies au profit des cornp~tences de 

l'Organisation. Ainsi en cas de doute sur leur signification, il n'y aura pas lieu de 

choisir entre duex interpr6tations, favorisant chacune une souverainet6 ~tatique differente 

et par cons6quent 6quivalentes en droit, mais entre l'interpr6tation favorable ~ la libert6 

de l'Etat et l'interpr6tation extensive des comp6tences de l'Organisation. Devant un 

tel choix, aucune h6sitation ne semble possible. Les clauses portant limitation de la 

souverainet6 6tatique en faveur d'un organisme international, devront faire l'objet 

d'une interpr6tation stricte, de sorte que le manque de pr6cision de leur termes jouerait 

automatiquement ~ l'encontre des comp6tences conc6d6es ~ I'organisme international.9" 

The practice in the United Nations has apparently been different from what Kopelmanas 
expected. But it must also be admitted that this realistic understanding of States' attitudes 

toward the United Nations is supported, clearly on some occasions, by the actual power 
politics among States. 

3. Characteristics of the Charter, particularly in its interpretative framework,ro were the 

issues inter alia in several early advisory opinions of the ICJ - Reparation case (1949), In-

ternational Status of South West Africa case (1950), Effect of Awards case (1954). 

Based upon the analysis of the jurisprudence of the ICJ. Charles de Visscher acknowl-

edged, although very cautiously, the speciality of interpretation method of constituent 

instruments.n Starting from the position that "C'est du trait6 international que proc~dent 

donc les organisations internationales. C'est un accord de volont6s etatiques qui leur donne 

naissance. Jusqu'~ quel point l'institution, qui celle-ci est n6e pour durer, peut-elle se d6-

tacher de la manifestation des volont6s dont le text est l'expression momentan6e?", de Vis-

scher reached the following three conclusions: 

Bld. 
o L. KOPELMANAS, I L'ORGANISATION DES NATloNs UNIEs 294-95 (1947). 
ro This problem has thus drawn the attention of many scholars. See, e,g., Engel, the Changing Charter 

of the United Nations, Y.B. WORLD AFFAIRS 71 (1953); Lachs, Les conventions multilaterales et les organisa-

tions internationales contemporaines, 2 ANNUAIRE FRANCAIS DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL 334 (1956) ; Lachs, Le 
developpement et les fonctions des traitis multilateraux, 92 RECUEIL DES COURS 229 (1957-II) ; Hexner, Tele-

ological Interpretation of Basic Instruments of Public International Organizations, in LAW STATE, AND INTER-

NATIONAL ORDER, EssAYS IN HoNOR OF HANs KELSEN 1 19 (S. Engel, ed. 1964); Schachter. Interpretation of 
the Charter in the Political Organs of the United Nations, idem at 269 ; Engel, ':Living" International Consti-

tutions and the World Court (the Subsequent Practice of International Organs under Their Constituent Instru-
ments), 16 INT'L & CoMP. L.Q. 865 (1967). 

u L'interprdtation judiciaire des traitis d'organfsation internationale, 41 RIWSTA DI DIRI~O INTERNAZIONALE 
177 (1958). 
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　　　　　　“1）　皿existe，dさs主prεsent，un　certain　dlloit　jurisp1＝udentiel　relatif註1’interprξtation

　　　　des　trait6s　d’organisation　internationale；droit　que　l’on　peut　consid6rer　gξn6ralment

　　　　comme　tenant　un　juste　milieu　entre　la　tendance　institutiomel1e　et1’interprξtation　con－

　　　　traCtuelle．．．．

　　　　　　2）　La　notion　qui　a搬1e　mieux　dξgag6e　par　nos　d6cisions　est　ce11e　du　but，de1’objet，

　　　　de　la　mjssion　de1’0rganisation　e11e－mεme　et　de　ses　organes　en　tant　qu’el1e　transcende

　　　　1’ordre　de　simple　coordination　ou－juxtaposition　entre　Etats．

　　　　　　3）　Le　probIさme　essentiel　que　droit　r6soudre　toute　jurisprudence　progressiste　est

　　　　celui　d’une　conci1iation　in61uctab1e　entre　les　origines　contractue11e　de　l’0rganisation　et　son

　　　　orientation　irrξsistiblement　institutiomelle．Si　enclin　que　l’on　soit主envisager1’0rgan－

　　　　isation　dans　sa　perspective　d’avenir，dans　sa　dynamique，rien　de　solide　ne　peut　se　faire

　　　　si，dans　cette　voie，on　dξpasse　ce　qu’autorise　le　degrξde　solidaritξefEective　entre　les

　　　　Etats　qui　l’ont　institu6e．　De　cette　solidaritξ，qui　trouve　son　expression　dans　rassenti－

　　　　ment　permanent　des　participants，dξpend　le　sort　de　toute　organisation　intemationa1e．12”

It　should　be　noted　that　de　Visscher，who　he1d　a　realistic　judgement　towards　e価㏄tiveness

of　intemational　organizations13（as　is　we11shown　in3）above），nevertheless，recognized　the

prob1em　of　conciliation　between　the　contractual　origin　of　the　Organization　and　its　institu－

tiona1orientation　to　be　ine1uctab1e．14

4．Whether　constituent　instruments　of　intemati㎝a1organizations　deserve　a　separate　treat－

mert，and，if　so，what　the　characteristics　are，were　also　studied　to　some　extent　by　the　fourth

Special　Rapporteur　H．Waldock　in　his　Report　on　the　Law　of　Treaties．15References　to

constituent　instmments　and　intemational　organizations　in　the　draft　a正tic1es　ranged　from

simply　mentioning　them　to　entmsting　important　fmctions　to　their　decisions．The　Intema－

tiona1Law　Commission，in　its　discussions，16decided，however，that　these　problems　shou1d

be　dealt　with　by　the　general　reservation　c1ause　Article5，which　provides1

　　　　　　“The　present　Convention　applies　to　any　treaty　which　is　the　constituent　instmment

　　　　of　an　intemational　organization　and　to　any　treaty　adopted　wit1lin　an　intemational

　　　　orgal］ization　without　prejudice　to　any　re1evant正ules　of　the　organization。”

　　　　Rose㎜e，who　was　a　member　of　the　Intemational　Law　Commission　suppoれed　Wal－

dock’s　treatment　ofthese　problems　most　strong1y，and　developed　his　observation　in　his　article

　　1里〃．at187．∫鎚藺ゐo　CH．DE　VlsscHER，PR0肌主M旧s　D’INTERPR童TATI0N』UDIclAlRE旧N　DR0皿INTERNAT■0N肌
PUBLlc140－53（1963）．

　　198ε2αムo，CH．D眉VlsscHER，LEs唖肥cTlv皿1…s　DU　DRolT　INTERNATloNAL　PUELlc53－60，159（1967）．

　　148‘εα130，CH．DE　VIsscHER，丁肌0RY州D　R旧AL皿Y　lN　PU肌1c　INTERNATl0NAL　LAw260－61（1えev．ed．P．E．
Corbett　trans．1968），TH危0RI1…s　ET　R遣ALlT1量s　EN　DR01T　INTERNATl0NAL　PUBLIc283－84（4th　ed．1970）一

　　15Fi正st　report（A／CN．4／1糾and　Add．1）（1962）；Second　report（A／CN．4／156and　Add．1－3）（1963）；Third

エeport（A／CN．4／167and　Add．1－3）（1964）；Fo皿th祀po正t（A／CN．4／177and　Add．1－2）（1965）；Fifth　rep耐
（A／CN．4／183a皿d　Add．14）（1966）；Sixth　report（A／CN．4／186and　Add．1＿7）（1966）．

　　10Since　the　dエaft　articles　of　Wald㏄k　dealt，to　some　extent，with　thc　p正oblem　of　treaty　dass砒ation，the

肚gumentsintheCo㎜issionhas血awntheattentionof㈹alscho1ars．∫昭，ε．厚、，Dehaussy，吻o肋榊
伽1αc1刎3肋α肋π伽’r励6M〃η岬．ε〃“o〃ソ8”〃o”6吻肋〃〃口Co㎜㎜1∬ゴo〃〃1）ro洲〃〃祀励o”o1伽M〃o”∫

σ〃ωin　REcU剛L　D’后TUDEs　DE　DR01T1NT岨NATI0NAL酬H0MMAGEλPA肌GU㏄EN肥IM305（1968）；Vira皿y，
8〃1αc1α棚砺ω〃o”此∫1ro〃6∫δ〃oρ036”〃の一ε’〆〃伽1ωゐ1αCo〃〃f∬fo加肋〃o〃’〃α””‘o”α1，13COM・

M㎜¶cAzIoNI旧sTU1〕I15（1969）、With正esp㏄t　to　the　mles　ofinte叩retati㎝，脇α1J0La㎎，11ω晦1ω∂伽’εr．

〃伽肋〃ω蜥6リ〃1螂0o〃伽〃伽加肋H”“〃r1ε〃o〃ω肋〃6M1ω伽舳伽ω此舳〃6∫，240s1肌・
RI…1cmscH旧Z旧1TscHR皿可PUR0唖旧NTL1cHES　REcHT工13（1973）
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with a very controversial title : "Is the Constitution of an International Organization an 

International Treaty? Refiections on the Codification of the Law of Treaties.17" 

The international treaty had its origins in the juristic conception of "contract" and the 

growth of the intemational law of treaties was closely influenced by private law theories 

of contract. With the invention of the multilateral treaty simultaneously performing a 

number of functions, however, it is becoming a matter of increasing urgency, says Rosenne, 

to liberate international legal theory from the restraints imposed by the historical back-

ground of the general notion of contract, and especially from experiences and concepts 
originating in domestic private law. 

Analyzing the various exceptions in the application of the law of treaties to constituent 

instruments, Rosenne states : 

"The fact that so many cardinal aspects relating to the very essence of the legal rela-

tionships created by membership in an international organization and participation in 

its constituent instrument are in practice governed by principles and rules fundamentally 

different from those applicable to the corresponding aspects of participation in multi-

lateral treaties must raise serious doubts as to whether the constituent instruments of 

international organizations are of the same genus, in international law, as multilateral 

treaties.Is" 

He also states that the problems of the interpretation of international constituent instruments 

are "of a different order" from those normally found in the interpretation and application 

of treaties. 

In answering to the question which is the title of his article, Rosenne comes to a cautious 

conclusion that the question does not permit of an unqualified answer, the reply depending 

on the circumstances in which the question is raised. For us, however, it is significant that 

Rosenne admitted the difference to be "one of kind, not of degree." He concluded his 
article with the following statement : 

"Since the law governing the constituent instruments of international organizations 

is developing along lines peculiar and appropriate to those instruments, and to them 

alone, without more than a superficial similarity with the law of treaties, and since the 

application of those instruments is dominated by the institutional element provided by 

the Organization, an element entirely missing for bilateral and multilateral treaties, it 

is deceptive to see in diplomatic and legal incidents concerning the constituent instruments 

(<precedents>> for the general law of treaties, and vice versa.19" 

5. It was R. Monaco who attempted to analyze the "caract~re constitutionnel" itself of 

constituent instruments of international organization.20 At the begining, he presents the 

essence of his understanding : 

17 12 COMUNICAZIONl E STUDI 21 (1966). 
18 Id. at 66. 

10 Id. at 88. 

ao Monaco, Le caract~re constitutionnel des actes institutlfs d'Organisations internationales in LA COMMU-
NAUTI~ INTERNATIONALE: M~LANGES OFFERTS A CHARLES ROUSSEAU 153 (1974). See also J. RII)EAU, JURIDlc-

TIONs INTERNATIONALES BT CONTROLE DU RESPECT DES TRAITES CoNsTrrUTIFs DES ORGANISATIONS INTERNATION-
ALES 2-39 (1969). 
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　　　　　　“［Lracte　institutif　d’une　Organisation　d6temin6e　est　bien　un　trait6intemationa1，

　　　　fond6，en　tant　q1』e　te1，sur　la　volontξdes　chntractants　et　donc　soumis，au　moment　de　sa

　　　　formation，色1eur　volont6，mais　il　est　par　ai11eurs　destinξえdevenir　la　constitution，

　　　　c’est一主一dire1’acte　de　fondation　de1’0rganisation，auque1cc11e－ci　se　rattache　tout　au

　　　　1ong　de　son　existence．　On　pourrait　dire，par　consequent，que1’acte　institutif　revεt　la

　　　　forme　du　pacte　mais　possさde1a　substance　de1a　constitution：n6sur　la　base　d’unc　con－

　　　　vention，il　dξpasse，avec　le　temps，son　orig㎞e　fomeue，jusqu’えdevenir　une　constitution

　　　　de　dur6e　indξteminξe　dont1e　dξveloppement　d6borde　le　cadre主1’inte正ieur　duquel　elle

　　　　avai1：6tξinitia1ement　congue．21”

　　　　A㏄oエding　to　Monaco，the丘rst　characteristic　of　constituent　instruments　is“1eur　durξe

illimitξe　dans1e　temps。”　This　is　comected　not　o刮y　with　a　particular　detemination　of

contracting　pa正ties　tl1at　abstained　from丘xing　a　limination1』pon　the　duration，but　also　with

the　expression　of　an　essential　character　of　co｛stituent　instmments．It　is　a　primordial　de－

mand　wbich　can　be　deined　as“constitutiome1”in　the　sense　that　it　is　necessarily　inherent

in　COnStituent　inStllumentS．

　　　　S㏄ondly，t㎞s　un1imited　duration　of　constituent　instruments　wou1d　expose　the　latter

to　a11the　consequences　and　a11the　factors　of　erosion　in　their　application　for　a　long　time，

which　makes　constituent　instruments　more　subject　than　in　the　case　of　treaties　of　limited

d皿ation　to　the　necessity　of　adaptation　to　evo1ving　circumstances．Thus　comes　the　impor－

tance　of　amendment　clauses，22which　are　becoming　more　u㎞1ateral－oriented．

　　　　Third1y，the　organs　of　intemational　organizations　as　well　as　States　members　are　subject

to　the　respect　of　norms　and　ob1igations　provided　in　constituent　instmments．Thus　comes

the　necessity　to　estab1ish　an　u㎞form　interpretation　ofconstituent　instruments　by　the　organs．

In　this　connection，t1le　speciality　of　interpretation　method　of　constituent　instruments　is　also

pointed　out．

　　　　Fourth1y，the　superior　position　of　constituent　instruments（e．g－Art．103ofthe　Charter，

Art．20ofthe　Pact　ofthe　League　ofNations）is　emphasized　in　comection　with　other　treaties．

Constituent　instrum㎝ts　are　exp㏄ted　to　have　in　the　orders　ofthe　intemationa1organizations

the　same　or　similar　function　with　that　given　to　the　constitutioos　in　the　national　orders．

　　　　Thesearethesu㎜ar止edpointsof“caractさreconstitutiomel”ofconstituentinstru－
ments，and，on　a　practica11evel，the　relationship　between　these　and　other　points　and　the

interpretation　method　which　is　thought　to　be　i㎡1uenced　by　the　foτmer　points　becomes　the

centra1issue　in　the　controvellsy．23

6．The　inte叩retation　method　of　constituent　instmments　has　been　one　of　the　issues　which

　211∂．at154．
　盟此舳130，G㎞aud，1二〃6淋jo”幽1αC乃〃κ此∫〃o〃o”』σ〃ω，90REcU皿L　D固coURs307，340et　seq一（1956）；

R．Zl1㎜，伽㎞Nl㎜M1m1Cllm㎜1Nl㎜㎜1川1U㎜N柵1111㎜1朋1肌晒1
AGENc皿s7et　seq．（1968）．

　　蝸8ε〃130，Monaoo，工釦〃肋吻ε〃鋤∫舳〃α3舳伽肥θルカ”cκo〃”ε惚〃伽o榊”畑〃o”』榊ε閉”肋”1ω，

156R1…cUE皿二DEs　coURs81（1977－IID．
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attracted attention of, and was studied by various scholars24 as well as those mentioned 

above. It was D. Ciobanu who attempted to analyze most systematically the interpretation 

process of constituent instruments - here the Charter of the United Nations - in connec-

tion with their legal characteristics. 

Ciobanu, in his article "Impact of the Characteristics of the Charter upon Its Interpre-

tation25" in 1975, tackled with the question "whether the methods, principles and rules 

usually applied in the process of treaty interpretation can without qualification be used for 

the interpretation of the Charter." After general observations upon the relationship be-

tween the Charter on the one hand, and general international law, other international agree-

ments, and jus cogens on the other hand, he sheds light upon the following aspects of the 

Charter as a treaty. 

(1) The Charter is the broadest general multilateral treaty. 

(2) The Charter is theoretically a trait~ferln~, but it has actually become a trait~ ouvert. 

(3) The Charter is at the same time a trait~-contrat and a trait~-loi. In this connection, 

the characteristic of the Charter consists, in his view, in the fact that "the contractual bond 

among the Members of the Organization is of such a nature that the infringement of one 

or more provisions of the Charter by a Member cannot be an excuse for the infringement 

of the same or other of its provisions by other members." 

(4) The Charter is the constituent instrument of the most important international political 

organization. The double character of the Charter - as a general multilateral treaty and 

as a constitution of an international organization - has important consequences, such as 

the existence of the law which presents "un particularisme irr6ductible au droit interne ou 

droit international," the voting procedure by which "in certain defired situations member 

States will be bound by a rule adopted by a specified majority even though they may have 

voted in the minority," and the amendment procedure - Article 108 and 109 - which does 

not need the consent of all the member states. However, referring to the provision that 

the two-thirds majority required for the formal modification of the Charter must include all 

the permanent members of the Security Council, Ciobanu adds a caution that "it would be 

legally inadmissible and politically inadvisable to give the provisions of the Charter inter-

pretations which amount to disguised modifications considered as such by a permanent 

Member." 
(5) The Charter is tl]e most comprehensive political treaty with the largest participation. 

Its eminently political nature is apparent both in the purposes and the legislative history 

of the Charter. The text of the Charter was to provide a framework for the peaceful settle-

ment of the inescapable political conflicts. Thus Ciobanu concludes : "It is this character-

istic which appears to me to have the strongest impact upon the interpretation of the Chater 

" See e.g.. B.V. COHEN. THE UNITED NATloNs : CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS, GROWTH, AND PossIBILI-
TIES (1961); Musnkat, De quelques probl~mes relatlfs d /'interprdtation de la Charte et aux transformations 
de structure des Nations-Unies, 17 REVUE HELL~NIQUE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL 240 (1964) ; Gordon. The 
World Court and the Interpretation of Constitutive Treaties: Some Observations on the Development of an Inter-

national Constitutional Law, 59 AM. J. INT'L L. 794 (1965); Morawiecki, Les fonctions des Nations Unies et 
leur efficacitd, 4 POLISH Y.B. INT'L L. 69 (1971); for an excellent analysis of the decisions of international 

tribunals, see Lauterpacht, The Deve!opment of the Law of International Organization by the Decisions of Inter-

national Tribunals, 152 RECUEIL DES COURS 379 (197(~IV). 

'* CURRENT PROBLEMS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW: ESSAYS oN U,N. LAW AND THE LAW OF ARMED CoNl~ucT 
3 (A. Cassese, ed. 1975). 
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Next, Ciobanu analyzed the impact of the characteristics of the Charter according to 

the three main school of interpretation. Afiter confrming the essentially political nature 

of the interpretation, as pointed out by Kelsen, he proceeded to the frst - "Intentions of 

the Parties" - school. Here the question is "whether the above characteristics ofthe Charter 

impose on the interpreter a limited recourse to the travaux pr~paratoires of the San Francisco 

Conference. Referring to several factors - both for and against -, Ciobanu suggests 
its selective use, agreeing with Kopelmanas: "En tant que la volont6 des Membres originaires 

restera pr~dominante dans la structure de 1'Organisation, on ne voit aucune raison de ne 

pas employer le proc6d6 qui permet le mieux d'en d6gager les tendences g6n6rales." 

With respect to the second - "Textual" school "the fundamental political question 

rs that of whether one has to read the Charter as rt was wntten m 1945." Ciobanu thinks 

that "the political character of the Charter requires not only strict observance of the funda-

mental principles set out by the San Francisco Conference, but also permanent adaptation 

of the Charter to the changing conditions of the world." Thus, "[t]o what extent one can 

depart when interpreting the Charter from the principle of contemporaneity and give the 

text a contemporary reading is primarily a political question," and "apparently the question 

is not susceptible of a general answer." 

With respect to the third - "Teleological" - school, Ciobanu is rather cautious and 
critical of the prevalent tendency for the liberal (or dynamic) interpretation in the practice 

of the United Nations organs, pointing out that constitutional majorities could prove only 

that the procedural requirements for the adoption of resolutions were fulfilled, and that 

they could hardly be evidence for the correctness of the interpretation given the Charter. 

In the light of these considerations, Ciobanu reaches a conclusion that "the existence 

of multiple characteristics of the Charter necessitates that a choice: (a) be made on political 

grounds, and (b) be generally acceptable. Then and only then can one have valid restate-

ments of the provisions of the Charter which may, in the eyes of the law, change their original 

' 26" meanmg. 
Finally, the problem of organs of interpretation is analyzed. Starting from the famous 

report on interpretation by Committee IV/2 (Legal Problems) of the San Francisco Con-

ference. Ciobanu examines "whether the procedures recommended by the Committee for 
the interpretation of the Charter can be accommodated with the various characteristics of 

the Charter, and, generally speaking, with its sui generis character." That is to say, judicial 

determination at the request of member states, advisory jurisdiction of the International 

Court of Justice, recourse to ad hoc committee of jurists or joint conference, interpretation 

by political organs, and interpretation by member states. It becomes clear that, in either 

case, a difference of opinion concerning the interpretation of the Charter is not institution-

alized to get ultimately resolved. 

In connection with the above conclusion, it should be pointed out that the situation 

is quite different in international economic organizations (such as the International Monetary 

Fund, the International Finance Corporation, and the International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development). In these organizations, the power to adopt final interpretation of their 

s6 Id. at 51. 
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own　constituent　instruments　is　co“erred　upon　certain　organs　inside　the　organizations・

Thus，the　prob1em　of　interpretation　process　might　be　approached　from　a　di価erent　angle．27

7．The　problem　of　interpretation　process　from　the　viewpoint　of1ega1nature　of　constituent

instmments　has　been　getting　more　attention　in　the　past　severa1years．

　　　　D　Smon’s　L’INT正㎜・R虐TATI0N　JUDIcIAIRE　DEs　TRAIT童s　D’0RGANIsATI0Ns　IN1肌NATI0NALEs

is，althou虫its　analysis　is1imited　to　the　ju工isprudence－judgments　and　advisory　opinions

＿of　intemational　courts，the　most　detailed　study　up　to　the　present．The　theme　of　this

voluminous　book　which　exceeds900pages　is　described　as“d’examiner　si　la　m‘thode　d’inter－

P・ξtationesti・iuenc6・p・正1esca・・ctξ・i・tiq・esp・・p・esdest・・itξs・・6ateu・sdestmctu・es

d’organisation．”

　　　　Based　upon　the　comprehensive　analysis　of　the　ju正ispmdence　in　the丘rst　part，Simon

reaches　a　conclusion　that　the　judge　seems　to　l〕ase　its　reasoning　on　the　same　fundamental

principle：

　　　　　　“［Ills’agit，d・nst・us1esc・・，dedome・a・・stipu1atio・sc・n・entio㎜ellesrelatives

　　　　a11x　comp6tences　de1’organisation，ou　aux　pouvoirs　des　organes，1a　signiication1a

　　　　plus　favorable色1’ξlargissement　des　attributions　des　institution　mises　en　place　par　la

　　　　charte．28”

But　at　the　same　time，

　　　　　　“Pol■r　dξteminer　le　sens　et1a　portξe　des　conventions‘constitutiomel1es，’1e　juge　inter－

　　　　nationa1fait　preuve　d’m　remarquable6c1ectisme　quant　au　choix　des　moyens　d’inter－

　　　　1〕r6tation　qu’i1est　appe16a　utiliser，et　n’h6site　pas邑mεler　m6thodes　extensives　et

　　　　restrictives，1es　d冊erents　proc壱d台sえsa　dispositionξtant　s61ectionn6s　et　combinξs　en

　　　　fonction　du　r6sultat　qu’i1se　propose　d’atteindlle．29”

　　　　A㏄ording　to　Simon，“s’i1est　vrai　que1es　cha廿es　constitutives，malgr61eur　contenu

constit11tione1，restent　fortemen　teintξe　d’interξtatique，i1arriveξgalement　que1es　trait6s

quali胱s　d’ordinaires　comporte，au－de1えd’un6change　syna11agmatique　de　prestations，certain

gemes　d’institutiomlisation，”and　thjs“interp6nelration　r6ciproque”is　expressed　by　the

“ξclectisme”of　interpretation　methods．

　　　　From　these　considerations，Simon　deduces　the　fol1owing　observations：

　　　　　　“［L］’inte正pr6tation　des　conventions‘constitutionnelles’presente，par　rapportえcel1e

　　　　des　conventions‘ordiI1aires，’une　di価erence　de　degr6et　non　de　nature，ou　si1’on　prξfさre，

　　　　une　spξciicit6d’ordre　quantitatif　plus　que　qualitati£30”

　　珊8舵‘．g．，Gold，τ加1〃〃ρ陀伽’o”卵1乃ε1〃α”α肋冊口1〃；o榊’〃γ肋〃oゾ〃3ル此1ωoゾ∠8κ3㎜‘〃，3

IN工，L＆CoMP，L．Q，256（1954）；Hexner，1〃ε〃κ物肋”卵■必〃c1〃‘閉α〃o〃〃0r9例f〃〃o〃“qグZ伽かB口“た

伽卯”㎜2〃∫，53AM．J．INT’L　L．341（1959）；Pawcett，皿‘P1σoεψ工αw肋α〃肋κ〃α肋”口10rg口〃刷〃o”，36

B㎜T，Y．B．INT’L　L．021（1960）；Go1d，〃κ〃昭伽fo”妙励ε1〃α”〃fo”切1Mo〃α〃γ励”∂o／1κ〃〃‘1ωψ

々閉吻2〃一〃，16INT’L＆Cow．L．Q．289（1967）；Mam，Z加‘1〃ηr肋肋〆o∫f加0o冊舳〃肋∫ψ1肋r・
月”jo””刑一”切”dα10rgα〃〃肋而∫，43BRlT．Y．B．INτ’L　L．1て1968＿69）一

　　幽D．S1M0N，L’1N皿Rp地TAT10N　JmIc㎜㎜D困TRA1也s　D’0RGANlsATl0Ns　lNT肌NATl0NALEs＿M0Rp宜o－
L0G11≡DEs　c0NvI…N皿0Ns　ET　r0NcTI0N　JURIDlcTI0NNEL］」ヨ308（工981〕1

　　醐1∂．at456．

　　晶o1∂、at477．
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　　　　　　“［L］e　crit6re　dξcisif　dans1e　choix　des　m6thodes　d’interpr6tation　n’est　pas　en　r6alitξ

　　　　・…itさ・e‘o・g・・iq・・，’・pP・…tl・・・・・…ti・・…6・・t㎜…g・・i・・ti・・i・t・m・ti・・al・

　　　　et　les　conventions　dites　ordinai工es，mais　un　c正i愉e　complexe，que　nous　proposons

　　　　d’appeler1e　degr6d’int6gration　du　systさme　con▽entiome1en　cause，6tant　entendu　que

　　　　ce　c正itさre　ne　conduit　pas主une　c1assiication　rigide　des　t正ait6s，mais邑11ne　gradation

　　　　contimedesinst・ume・tsconve・tiomele，se1on1・pa・trest・icti・ede1’instit・ti㎝etdu

　　　　contmt　dans　r6conomie　d’ensemble　de1’a㏄ord．31”

　　　　The　second　part　of　the　book　is　devoted　to　the　proof　of　these　observations．　Referring

to　the　origina1deinition　of　the　notion　of“institution”一systさme　juridique　autonome一，

Simon　suggests“interpr6tation　syst6matique，”which　can　be　s11mmarized　as　follows：

　　　　　　“C’est　donc　bien　la‘stmcture’du　systさme　juridique　d6couIant　de1a　comention　qui

　　　　d6termine1es　principes　dominant1’op6ration　d’interprξtation主1aquene　se　livl＝ent　les

　　　juridictions　intemationa1es．Bn　termes　p1us　dynamiques，1e　choix　des　m6thodes　d’inter－

　　　　prξtation舖ectu6par1e　juge　dξpendra　directement　du　degrξde　stmcturation　de1’ordre

　　　j・・idiq・・e㎎e・d・ξp・・1・t・・it6：il・stclai…　e丘・tq・・le・co・・e・tio・si・tem・tio・a1es

　　　　pr6sentent　ul1e　gamme　de　systさmes　juridiques　extrεmement　diversi服s，P1us　ou　moins

　　　　autonomes，plus　ou　moins　hiξrarchis6s，p1us　ou　moins　complexes，dont　le　de釘6

　　　　d’intξgration　normative　impose　une　gradation　corrξlative　dans　le　dosage　des　procξd6s

　　　　inte叩r6tatifs　employξs　par1e　juge．32”

　　　　It　is　also　pointed　out　that“1a　d駈mition　de　la　fonction　juridictiome11e　e11e－mεme　dans

1es　di価erents　ordres　juridiques　concemξes”is　the　second　facto正in　this　regard，which　con－

ditions“1a　marge　de　manoeuvre　dont［1ejuge］dispose　dans1e　choix　de　ses　m6thodes　d’inter－

p1＝ξtation．”

　　　　It　is　submitted　that，in　conlrast　to　the　mostly　persuasive　analysis　in　the血st　part，Simon’s

systematization　in　light　of　the　Iiotion“institution”and　that　of“interpr6tation　syst6matique”

seems　to　be　controversial．33　This　might　suggest　that　the　prob1ems　in　this　regard　are　too

diverse　and　complexed　to　be　c1ari丘ed　and　analyzed　from　a　single　perspective．

　　　　T㎞s　entangled　situation　has　also　been　con五正med　by　the　recent　other　a打icles，such　as

K．Skubiszewski’s“Remarks　on　the　Interpretation　of　the　United　Nations　Cha11＝er，脳”R．

St．J．Macd㎝ald’s“The　United　Nations　Charter：Constitution　or　Contract？，35”and　E．

McWhimey’s　Co㎜LIcT　AND　C0MpR0MIsE（Chapter4：The　UN　Charter：Treaty　or　Con－
StitutiOn？36）．

　　肌　1”．at478．

　　舶　1∂、at490－91．

　　93See　the正eview　by　J．Combacau（109JomNAL　DU　DR01T　nmRNAm0NAL752，75仁55（1982））；see』so
the　review（in　Japanese）by　the　present　wrjter（83K0KUsA咀o　GA皿o　ZAssHI（THE　JoURNAL0F　INTERNA皿0NAL
LAw　AND　D皿L0MムcY）610，614（1984））．

．．舳VδLK嘔㎜Ec肌ALs　R亘c皿s0RDNUNG，INTERNA1］0NAL固GERIcHTs眺R肥IT，MENc肥NR旧cHT旧：F蘭Tsc㎜lm1
mR肋㎜■州MosLER891（1983）．
　　肪丁肥STRUcTU珊AND　PR0c醐0F　IN皿RNATI0NAL　LAw889（R，St，J．Macdo皿aldo＆D．M．Jo㎞ston，
eds．1983）．

　　眺E．McW㎜wY，C0MLlcT　AND　Co㎜RoMlsE＝INT肌N柵0NAL　LAw＾ND　W0RLD　ORDER1N　A　REv0LU．
T10NARY　AGE53（1981）。
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II. Principal Doctrines upon the Interpretative Framework 

lparticularly with regard tO the principle o 
t
f
 

implied po wers37-

~. Current principal doctrines upon the interpretative framework of constituent instruments 

of international organizations could, for analytical convenience, be classified into the follow-

ing three categories in accordance with Fitzmaurice.38 

(i) International organizations prima facie have the powers expressly conferred on 

them by their constituent instruments, and only have such additional or implied powers as 

are necessary for the accomplishment of these expressed powers and no others. 

(ii) International organizations must, in addition to the powers mentioned under (i), 

be deemed by implication to have the ancillary powers necessary to enable them to carry 

out their functions and fulfil their objects and purposes as laid down in their constituent 

instruments. 

(ili) International organizations are not limited to what is expressed in or follows by 

implication from their constituent instruments, but must be regarded as having all such 

powers as are necessary to enable them to 'develop' in accordance with the requirements of 
international life. 

Various dectrines would be located upon the continuum between the extreme (i)'s posi-

tion and the extreme (iii)'s position. 

Reference should also be made to the problem of legal personality since powers of inter-

national organizations - e,g., treaty-making power - have sometimes been discussed from 

the viewpoint oflegal personality.39 According to Rama-Montald0,40 concerning the method 

of determining whether or not an organization possesses international personality, there 

are the inductive and the objective approaches; concerning the legal consequences attaching 

*' Answering the question by the General Assembly whether, in the event of an agent of the United Nations 
in the performance of his duties suffering injury in circumstances involving the responsibility of a State, the 

United Nations, as an Organization, has the capacity to bring an international claim against the responsible 
govemment, the Court, in the advisory opinion in the Reparation case, recognized the capacity of the United 
Nations to exercise a measure of functional protection of its agents for bringing an international claim on 
their behalf in spite of the fact that there is no express provision to that effect in the Charter. On that oc-

casion the Court, in order to justify the existence of that capacity from the comprehensive viewpoint of the 
functioning and purpose of the United Nations instead of its specific provisions, confirmed the existence of 
the following legal principle : 

Under international law, the Organization must be deemed to have those powers which, though not 
expressly provided in the Charter, are conferred upon it by necessary implication as being essential to 
the performance of its duties. (Supra note 6, at 182.) 

This principle of implied powers enunciated by the Court seems to symbolize the favorable attitude of 
the Court which has been shown in a series of later advisory opinions toward effectiveness of international 

organizations. See also, in general. R. KAHN, IMPLIED POWERS OF THE UNITED NATloNs (1970) ; B. ROUYER-
HAMERAY, LES COMP~TENCES IMPLlcrrES DES ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES (1962). 

*8 Fitzmaurice, The Law and Procedure of the International Court of Justice: International Organization~ 
and Tribunals, 29 BRrr. Y.B. INT'L L, l, 6 (1952). 

s* See, for convenience, Selected Bibliography on the Question of Treaties Concluded between St~tes and 

International Organizations or between Two or More International Organizations [1974] 2-II Y.B. INT'L 
L. COMM'N 3, U.N. Doc. A/CN. 41277. 

4. Rama-Montaldo, International Lega/ Personality and Implied Powers of International Organizations, 
44 BRJT. Y.B. INT'L L. Ill, I11-22 (1970). 
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to　the　concept　of　personality，there　a正e　the　formal　and　the　material　approaches．In　the

present　artic1e，however，it　would　su冊ce　to　point　out　the　statement　by　the　Intemational

Co11rt　of　Justice．

　　　　　　“［htemationa1personality】is　no　doubt　a　doctrinal　exp正ession，which　has　sometimes

　　　　given　rise　to　controversy．But　it　wi11be　used　he正e　to　mean　that　if　the　Organization　is

　　　　recognized　as　havi1〕9that　personality，it　is　an　entity　capable　of　avai1ing　itse1f　of　ob1iga－

　　　　ti㎝s　in㎝㎜bent　upon　its　Members．41”

　　　　　　“What［the　conclusion　that　the　Orga㎞zati㎝is　an　intemational　pers㎝］does　mean

　　　　is　that　it　is　a　subject　of　intemational　law　and　capab1e　of　possessing　intemationa1rights

　　　　and　duties，and　that　it　has　capacity　to　maintain　its　rights　by　bringing　intemationa1

　　　claims．42”

9．8〃α〃α〃〃0欣ψ伽〃Wψ肋α〃ω

　　　　Doctrines　in　this　category　would，focusing　upon　the　aspect　of　constituent　instmments

as　treaties，understand　the　functions　and　powers　of　intemational　organizations　restrictively

as　only　bemg　deduced　from　the　treat－es（constエtuent　mstmments）wlthm　the　str1ct　frame－

work　of　treaty　interpretation．

（A）　〃桃肋
　　　　In　the　Soviet　doctrines　with　regard　to　the　question　of　intemationa11ega1personality　of

intemational　organizations，a　dominant　position　is　o㏄upied　by　the　a冊rmative．43As　the

fact　that　international　ol＝9a11izations　have　ceI＝tain1＝ights　and　ob1igations　unde1＝international

law　is　genera1ly　recognized，such　a　controversy　would　be　correctly　described　as　a　termino－

logical　one．44

　　　　The　emphasis，however，upon　t1le　secondary　and　derivative　character　of　intemati011a1

organizations　in　contrast　with　the　primary　and　origina1subject　of　intemationa1law（i．e．，

States）is　connected　with　the　fo11owing　way　of　viewing　constituent　instruments：

　　　　　　“A　treaty　creating　an　intemational　organization，usually　ca11ed　cha血er，statute，etc．，

　　　　like　any　other　international　treaty，is　the　result　and　an　expression　of　the　coordinated

　　　　wi11s　of　participating　States．45”

　　　　Criticizing　the　views　o£f〃〃α伽，Roseme　mentioned　above，Tunkin　describes　the

legal　nature　of　constituent　instruments　as　treaties〃ゴgε〃ε沁．

　　　　　　“The　charters　of　intemational　organizations　are　intemational　treaties　having　certain

　　　　peculiarities，treaties∫〃gθ〃θ〃∫。　The　statute　of　an　intemational　organization，in　con－

　　　　trast　to　the　usual　multi1ateral　intemationa1treaty，creates　a　permanent　intemational

　　　　entity　which　functions　on　its　basis．　It　defnes　not　on1y　the　rights　and　duties　of　states一

　418μρ7αnOte6，at178，

　421”．at179．
　ω0sakwe，0o〃2〃por〃γ∫ω〃1）oo〃”20刑1加∫〃肋ω1州o伽rεo∫σ〃κ閉σ〃〃町””jo〃α10昭α〃醐〃o”3，

65AM．J．INT’L　L．502，504（1971）．

　“I　S旧1DL－Ho肥NvELD肌N，DAs　REcHT　DER　INTERMη0ML旧N　ORGANIsAT10N正N　EINsc肌肥BLlcH　D旧R
SU孤ANAm0NALEN　G旧肥1NscH＾m…N36（4th　ed．1984）．
　45Tunkin，ηε工留口1Nα〃‘o∫〃εσ”〃ε∂〃α〃o㎜，119R垣cU旧1L　DI≡s　coURs1，7（1966・In）・
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　　　　parties　to　the　treaty，but　a1so　the　purposes　and　tasks　of　the　organization，being　an　inter＿

　　　　national　organism　distinct　from　states，the　functions　and　ju正isdiction　of　organs　of　the

　　　　organization，the　mutua1relations　between　the　orgal1ization　and　the　member－states，

　　　　and　so　forth．In　other　words，the　statute　of　an　intemational　organization　is　a　more

　　　　comp1ex　phenomenon　than　the　ordinary　multilatera1treaty．

　　　　　　It　is　natura1，theref01＝e，that　the　conclusion，and　especially　the　operation　of　an　inter一

　　　　・・ti㎝a1t…ty…h・・th・・h・・t・・of・nint・m・tio・・1・・g・・i・・ti㎝，h・・…tai・p・c・一

　　　　1iarities．　However，all　the　basic　provisions　of　the　law　of　treaties　are　applicable　to　the

　　　　charters　of　intemational　organizations，in　a　number　of　instances　with　insignificant

　　　　changes．　In　particular，the　fo1lowing　provisions　of　the　law　of　treaties　are　applicab1e

　　　　to　them　the　conclusion　and　entry　into　force　of㎜u1ti1atera1treaties，except　for　certain

　　　　provisions　relating　to　rese正vations；the　invalidity　of　treaties；the　amendment　and　inter－

　　　　pI＝etation　of　treaties；the　operation　of　international　treaties；and　above　al1the　basic

　　　　p正i・・ip1・・ft阯・…ti…fth・1・w・ft…ti・・一μα舳〃∫ε〃α肋；th・・ig・ii・・・…f

　　　　treaties　for　thiI＝d　states；and　so　forth．46”

　　　　In　a㏄ordance　with　this　position，Tmhn　criticizes　the　Court’s　formu1ation　of　the1ega1

principle　of　imp1ied　powers　as　alleging　a　mle　ofintemationa11aw　to　the　e価ect　that　additional

powers“essentia1”for　the　performance　of　the　duties　of　an　intematioI1a1organization　are

always　implied．

　　　　　　“As　the　prob1em　of　imp1ied　competence　of　intemationa1orgal1jzation　is　a　prob1em

　　　　of　interpretation　of　constituent　treaties　a皿d　supplementary　agreements，gel1erally　ac－

　　　　cepted　rules　on　interpretation　of　intemational　trea庄ies　sho阯d　apply　in　a　case　where

　　　　the　q皿estion　of　implied　competence　arises．4言”

　　　　　　“呵he‘imp1ied　competence’of　an　intemational　organization　may　be　admitted　in

　　　　each　particular　case　on1y　to　the　extent　to　which　it　may　be　considered　as　actua11y　implied

　　　　i・th・p…i・i・…fth・・t・t・t・・fth…g・・i・・ti・・b・t・・t・・th・b・・i・・f・・p・・冊・

　　　　mle　of　intematio口a11aw　on　the　implied　competence．48”

　　　　This　fmdamenta1posidon　is　coherent　with正egard　to　the　relationship　between　the　prac－

tice　of　intemational　organ屹ations　on　the　one　hand　and　the　modi五cation　and　development

of　constituent　instmments　on　the　other　hand．

　　　　　　“［T］he　amendment　through　custom　of　certain　provisions　of　tbe　charter　of　an　inter－

　　　　national　orgaηization　w㎞ch　are　not　basic　is　possible　in　those　instances　when：（a）a

　　　　practice　has　been　formed　in　a　given　intemational　organization　with　which　a11members

　　　　of伽s　organization　have　agreed；（b）this　practice　is　evidence　ofan　agreement　ofmembers

　　　　of　the　orga皿ization　to　amend　the　respective　pmvisions　of　its　cha耐er．

　　　　　The　basic　element　is　that　the　cha打er　of　an　intemational　organization，being　al1inter－

　　　　nationa1treaty，can　be　amended　on1y　by　states－pa血ies　to　this　treaty，and　not　by　the

　　　　inte「nationa10rganizatiOn　itsel£c1＝eated　by　the　treaty．49”

柵G．I．TuNmN，TH旧0RY0F　hr［肌NATI0NムL　LAw325CW．E．Butler　tr…㎜s．1974）．

”Tunkin，舳ψ〃note45，at24，
481d．at25．

49Tu皿kin，∫ψr切note46，at339、
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(B) Kelsen 
Kelsen states that the United Nations possesses international juridical personality 

defined as the capacity of being a subject of legal duties and legal rights, of performing legal 

transactions and of suing and being sued at law, and that the constituent treaty need not 

expressly confer upon international community juridical personality, which is - or is not 

- implied in the substantial provisions of the constituent treaty. 

"However, if the constituent treaty does not contain a provision conferring expressly 

upon the community international juridical personality, that is to say unrestricted legal 

capacity under international law, the community has only those special capacities as 

conferred upon it by particular provisions.50" 

Kelsen is well aware of the discrepancy between his position and the actual practice 

of the United Nations (e.g., treaty-making, and active and passive legation), and expresses 

his doubt over the constitutionality of treaties not authorised by the Charter. 

In this regard the following statement in the supplement: RECENT TRENDS IN THE LAW 

OF THE UNITED NATIONS is quite suggestive. 

"The actions analyzed in this Supplement are all attempts to find a way out of the 

impasse in which the unfortunate rule of unanimity has led the United Nations. Viewed 

retrospectively with regard to the Charter, these actions may, in some of their aspects, 

be considered unconstitutional. But directing our view towards the future, we may 
see them as the first steps in the development of a new law of the United Nations. 

. . . [T]he principle ex injuria jus non oritur - Iaw cannot originate in an illegal act -

has important exceptions. There are certainly cases where a new law originates in 
the violation of an old law. If and in so far as [these actions] are inconsistent with 

the old law of the United Nations, they, perhaps, constitute one of these cases of which 

we may say ex injuria jus oritur.51" 

(C) We could also mention such scholars as Prandler,52 Haraszti53 and Hackworth.54 
These are all critical of the Court's formulation of implied powers and delimit the functions 

and powers of international organizations to those deduced from the constituent instruments 

interpreted within the strict framework of the law of treaties. 

10. Liberal Position Free from the Law of Treaties 

Doctrines in this category would, focusing upon the evolutionary aspect of international 

organizations, understand their functions and powers from their efficient and effective func-

tioning rather than from controlling by their constituent instruments. 

(A) Alvarez 
Starting from his own characterization of the international society. Alvarez developed 

*' H. KELSEN. THE LAW OF THE UNrrED NATIONS, A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF ITS FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS 
329-30 (1950). 
** H. KELSEN, RECENT TRENDS IN THE LAW OF THE UNrrED NATloNs 911-12 (1951). . . 
5' Prandler, Competence of the Security Cou~cil and the General Assembly, QUEsTloNs OF INTERNATIONAL 

LAW 153 (G. Haraszti, ed. 1977). , 5* G. Haraszti, SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS OF THE LAW OF TREATIES 171-73 (1973). 

54 Supra note 6, at 198. 
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the concept of the "New International Law,55" which would lead to the original way of 
interpreting constituent instruments. 

In his individual opinion in the advisory opinion with respect to the Conditions oj' Admis-

sion case, Alvarez described the character of the international society as a veritable one which 

comprises all states throughout the world, without there being any need for consent on 

their part or on that of other states. Here the traditional distinction between what is legal 

and what is political, and between law and politics, has been profoundly modified, and there 

are no more strictly legal issues. 

"A new conception of law in general, and particularly of international law, has also 

emerged. The traditionally juridical and individualistic conception of law is being 

progressively superseded by the following conception: in the first place, international 

law is not strictly juridical; it is also political, economic, social and psychological; 

In the next place, strictly individualistic international law is being more and more super-

seded by what may be termed the law of socia/ interdependence. The latter is the out-

come, not of theory, but of the realities of international life and of the juridical con-

science of the nations.56" 

This "New International Law" proposes to interpret treaties in such a way as to ensure 

that institutions and rules of law should continue to be in harmony with the new conditions 

in the life of the peoples. Alvarez, pointing out the necessity to establish a new theory of 

interpretation, contrasted the old and the new system of interpretation as follows57. 

(1) Old System of Interpretation 

(i) No distinction was made between treaties : the same rules of interpretation were applied 

in all cases. 

(ii) Those who interpreted the treaties were slaves, so to speak, of the wording. When 

the wording was clear, it had to be applied literally, without taking into account the possible 

consequences. 
(iii) When a text was not clear, recourse was had to the travaux pr~paratoires. 

(iv) The interpretation of a given text, notably of a treaty, was, so to speak, immutable. 

No change could be made, even if the matter considered had undergone modifications. 

(2) New System of Interpretation 
(i) Distinctions must be made between different kinds of treaties. Three categories of trea-

ties - peace treaties, in particular those affecting world peace; treaties creating principles 

of international law; and treaties creating international organizations, notably the world 

organization - possess both a political and a psychological character, and are not to be 

interpreted literally, but primarily having regard to their purposes. 

(ii) Even the clear provisions of a treaty must not be given effect, or must receive appro-

priate interpretation, when, as a result of modifications in international life, their application 

would lead to manifest injustice or to results contrary to the aims of the institution. Thus, 

'* See A. ALVAREZ, LE DROrr INTERNATIONAL NOUVEAU DANs SES RAPPORTS AVEC LA VIE ACTUELLE DES 
PEurLES (1959) ; Johnson, Review ofBooks.' Le Droit international nouveau dans ses rapports avec la vie actuel!e 

despeuple. By Alejandro Alvarez, 35 BRJT. Y.B. INT'L L. 274 (1959). 

" Conditions of Admission of a State to Membership in the United Nations (Article 4 of the Charter), 
[1948] I.C.J. 69. 

57 Competence of the General Assembly for the Admission of a State to the United Nations, [1950] I.C.J. 
16-18. 
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it is possible, by way of interpretation, to attribute to an institution rights which it does 

not possess accordin." to the provisions by which it was created, provided that these rights are 

in harmony with the nature and objects of the said institution (e.g. the Reparation case). 

(iil) When interpreting treaties, even those which are obscure, and especially those relating 

to international organizations, it will be necessary to exclude the consideration of the travaux 

pr~paratoires for different reasons: 

(a) they contain opinions of all kinds; (b) when States decide to sign a treaty, their decision 

is not influenced by the travaux pr~paratoires, with which, in many cases, they are unacqu-

anted ; (c) the increasing dynamism of international life makes it essential that the text should 

continue to be in harmony with the new conditions of social life. It is therefore necessary, 

when interpreting treaties - in particular, the Charter of the United Narions - to look 

ahead, that is to have regard to the new conditions, and not to look back, or have recourse 

to travaux prdparatoires. 

(iv) The interpretation of treaties must not remain immutable. It will have to be modified 

if important changes take place in the matter to which it relates. 

From these considerations, the legal nature of international organizations would be 

understood as follows: 

"[A]n institution, once established, acquires a life of its own, independent of the 

elements which have given birth to it, and it must develop, not in accordance with the 

views of those who created it, but in accordance with the requirements of international 

life.58" 

(B) Seyersted 
The theory of inherent powers of international organizations proposed by Seyersted 

is based upon the various kinds of practice of international organizations. Seyersted draws 

attention to the fact that expressly authorizing provisions for the following practice would 

not always be found in the constituent instruments.59 

no matter how small and (i) Organic Jurisdiction. All international organizations -
technical they are or how limited their field of activity may be - exercise exclusive jurisdic-

tion over their organs. They enact regulations which govern procedure, rights and duties 

of the staff vis-d-vis the organizations, and other relations within and between the several 

organs of the organizations. 

(ii) Capacity to Conclude Treaties. Limited number of provisions in the Charter (e.g., 

Arts. 43, 57(1), 63(1), 77, 79, 105) have not estopped the United Nations from concluding 

a great number of other treaties, both with States and with other international organizations. 

Only a small fraction of the treaties concluded by the United Nations fall within the cat-

egories authorized in the Charter, and the same applies to a number of other organizations. 

(lii) Territorial Jurisdiction. The League of Nations, which in the Covenant was only 

authorized to exercise limited teritorrial powers in respect of mandates, acting through 

mandatory States, exercised full powers of government in the Saar, through a Governing 

Commission appointed by it; and limited powers in respect of Danzing, through a High 

Commissioner appointed by it. The United Nations, although never exercised territorial 

jurisdiction to that extent, decided to assume limited governmental functions in disputed 

"' Supra note 56, at 68. 
'" Seyersted, United Nations Forces, some Legal Probiems, 37 BRIT. Y.B. INT'L L. 351, 448-53 (196D-
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territories (e.g., the proposed Free Territory of Trieste, the City of Jerusalem), despite the 

fact that the Charter only authorizes it to exercise territorial powers in respect of trust ter-

ritories. 

(iv) Other International Acts. International organizations receive (and even send) "di-

plomatic" representatives, convene intergovernmental conferences, present international 

claims on behalf of themselves and their officials, undertake to settle disputes with States 

by i nternational arbitration, etc. 

These and other examples would, says Seyersted, probably sufficiently demonstrate 
that the capacity of international organizations is not confined to such acts or rights as are 

specified in their constituent instruments, and that this is a well-established principle of the 

customary law of international organizations. 

"[1]ntergovernmental organizations, Iike States, have an inherent legal capacity to 

perform any 'sovereign' or international acts which they are in a practical position to 

perform.60" 

"It is not the provisions of the constitution or the intention of jts framers which es-

tablish the international personality of a State or an intergovernmental organization, 

but the objective fact of its existence. The international capacities are inherent in inter-

governmental organizations as they are in States, and not delegated by (or implied in) 

the provisions of their constitutions.61" 

What, then, is the significance of constituent instruments? The constituent instruments 

are important since they may authorize international organizations to make decisions binding 

upon the Member States or to exercise jurisdiction over their territory, nationals or organs. 

No organization can exercise such powers - extended jurisdiction - without special legal 

basis. Outside the field of such extended jurisdiction, they have legal significance only in 

a negative sense : (1) They may preclude the exercise of certain capacities which otherwise 

are inherent in international organizations as well as in States. (2) Many constituent in-

struments contain rules on the distribution of competences between the various organs and 

on the procedures under which these shall act, and violation of these may entail the internal 

invalidity of their decisions. 

This principle of inherent capacities is claimed by Seyersted to reflect more adequately 

the position as it is in practice. 

l I . Functional Framework Based upon the Law of Treaties 

(A) With Respect to tlle Guiding Principle 

Most of the current doctrines in the western world would belong to this category. 
While basing the functions and powers of international organizations upon their constituent 

instruments, they give a great role to the functional necessity caused by the inherent dyna-

mism of international organizations. Goodrich, for example, states : 

"The Charter . . . provided the legal basis for an international organization devoted 

60 Seyersted, Objective International Personality of Intergovernmental Organizations, Do Their Capacities 

Really Depend upon the Conventions Establishing Them ?, 34 NoRDISK TIDSSKRIFT FOR INTERNATIONAL RET, 
ACTA SCANDINAVICA JURIS GENTlUM I , 28 (1964). 

6* Id. at 45. 
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to important common purposes. The United Nations was brought to life in a rapidly 

changing world. . . . [B]y the time the Charter entered into force . . . , the world political 

situation had seriously deteriorated and a major assumption on which the effectiveness 

of the Organization had been based seemed increasingly devoid of reality. If the infant 

Organization was to survive and become a factor of importance in the life of the world 

it was necessary from the beginning that it show a capacity to adapt itself to changing 

conditions and to develop roles and activities which might not even have been envisaged 

by its founders. To meet the needs of a rapidly changing world and to find a place of 

importance in this world, adaptation and growth were the alternatives to death and 

oblivion.62" 

Among the various techniques of "adaptation and growth" (e,g., amendment, inter-

pretation, non-application, and supplementary agreements), interpretation has occupied 

a very important role, particularly in those organizations where amendment is almost im-

possible for political reasons. Thus, in the interpretation of the Charter, the members of 

the United Nations are said to have tended to adopt one of two competing principles of 

interpretation, depending upon which better serves their particular purposes : restrictive 

interpretation and liberal interpretation. This certainly refiects differences with respect to 

the significance to be attached to the fact that the Charter is the constitution of an inter-

national organization in addition to being a treaty between States.63 The evolution in this 

regard is explained by Bowett as follows: 

"It was a fairly common view during the early tentative days of the United Nations, 

that it could only exercise powers specifically granted to it under its constitution. The 

constitution was a finite instrument which contained the full total of powers delegated 

by the founding sovereign States to the international organization. While this static 

view has been persisted in by a minority of jurists, it has generally come to be acknowl-

edged that international constitutional instruments are to be interpreted dynamically, 

and that the powers of an international organization may go beyond those specifically 

allocated to it.64" 

The guiding principle in interpreting the Charter has evolved from the static to the 

dynamic (at least in the western world). It is noted, however, that there are still different 

groups in terms of level of fiexibility in this category - the question whether one can imply 

only such powers as arise by necessary intendment from the constitutional provisions or 

whether a more liberal approach is permissible so that powers relating to the purposes and 

functions specified in the constitution can be implied.65 

(B) Various Doctrines 
(i) Schermers and McMahon66 would be relatively closer to the first - strict - category 

as they seem to be based upon the reasonmg of "logrcal presupposrtron." Schermers, for 

example, states : 

"* L.M. GOODRICH, THE UNrrED NATloNs 62 (1960). 
63 L.M. GOODRICH. THE UNITED NATloNs IN A CHANGING WORLD 36 (1974). 
o* D.W. BOWETT, UNrrED NATloNs FoRCEs, A LEGAL STUDY OF UNrrED NATloNs PRACTICE 307-8 (1964) . 
65 D.W. BOWETT, THE LAW OF INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 301 (3rd ed. 1975). 
66 McMahon, Tn'e Court of the European Communities Judicial Interpretation and International Organiza-

tions, 37 BRIT. Y.B. INT'L L. 320 (1961). 
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"Many powers can only be exercised on the basis that other powers exist. Thus 
would it be impossible to apply sanctions against a Member, unless a right exists ofii-

cially to recognize a violation of obligations. The right of sanction implies a right to 

recognize violations. Often the task and structure of organs imply certain powers 
for those organs. . . . 

We may suppose that tasks attributed to a particular organization imply a com-
petence without which those tasks could not be performed in a reasonable and useful 

manner.67" 

(ii) Many scholars would be content with reiterating the reasoning and framework used 

by the Court in the Reparation case.68 Weissberg, however, while based upon the reasoning 

of the Court, presents a realistic view : 

"While it is not suggested that personality permits an entity to enter into areas for 

which it was not created, and while theoretically the exercise of substantive powers 

does not clothe the organization with new functions, but merely concerns the admin-

istration of the original ones, realistically this is far from the case. The interpretation 

or detailed application of a particular function is frequently more significant than the 

original power itself, and often leads to the assumption of new, additional or unfore-

seen functions, although it may be said that basically these are derived from the initial 

one.69" 

(iii) Those scholars who give more considerations to the practice of international organ-

izations (e,g., Vallat70 and Bowett) would be closer to the second - Iiberal - category. 

Bowett, for example, states: 

"There would seem little doubt that, in practice, organizations take [a more liberal] 

view and instances abound of organizations acting in a manner which is neither spec-

ifically envisaged in their constitutions nor necessary to give effect to them.71" 

"The position is therefore more acurately stated by saying that the United Nations 

may perform any action which is not specifically forbidden under the Charter, provided 

that it is within the Principles and Purposes of the Charter.72" 

12. Some Comments 

(A) With Respect to the Liberal Position 

While the theory of inherent powers proposed by Seyersted seems to involve a great 

sacrifice of State sovereignty at a glance, it claims much less. In fact it is admitted that 

special legal basis is needed to make decisions binding upon the member States. On the 

67 H.G. SCHERMERS, I,NTERNATIONAL INSTITVTIONAL LAW 208-9 (1980). 
68 See e.g., Kahn, supra note 37, at 33. 

69 G. WElssBERC, THE INTERNATIONAL STATUS OF THE UNuTED NATloNs 24 (1961). 
ro vallat, The Competence of the United Nations General Assembly, 97 RECUEIL DES COURS 203, 249-50 

(1959-II). 

71 Bowett, supra note 65, at 301. 

T2 Bowett, supra note 64, at 309. 
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other hand, the theory of implied powers might be claimed to be little different in its actual 

application from the theory of inherent powers. Seyersted claims: 

"While the formula applied by the majority of the International Court of Justice 

may, in its point of departure, theoretically appear more closely related to the doctrine 

of delegated powers, there is probably little or no difference as to the practical results 

, provided that the criteria between this formula and the doctrine of inherent powers. . . 

'necessary implication' and 'essential to the performance of its duties' continue to be 

applied in the same liberal way as hitherto.'~3" 

The theory of inherent powers, however, has been criticized on the following points. 

(i) Rama-Montaldo points out the inadequacy of proof in this respect. 

"[Seyersted] tries to find in the practice of international organization a clear equation 

of organizations to States, but makes no attempt to determine whether all those 'inter-

national acts and capacities,' all those activities of international organizations, really 

form a common category which may be considered as a necessary consequence of per-

sonality.74" 

(ii) The constituent instruments are drawn not only in terms of purposes but also of func-

tions, and States thereby establish a principle of the limitation of the functional means.75 

The Court, for example, pronounced in the Reparation case as follows: 

"Whereas a State possesses the totality of international rights and duties recognized 

by international law, the rights and duties of an entity such as the Organization must 

depend upon its purposes and functions as specified or implied in its constituent docu-

ments and developed in practice.76" 

(iii) There can be no doubt for the derivative character of international organizations. 

As Seidl-Hohenveldern observes, 

"[Seyersted] rejects the prevailing view, which considers [international organizations] 

to be merely 'derived subjects' i.e, subjects deriving their personality from a grant by 

the only original subjects of international law, i.e. by the States. However, without 

an act to that effect by the founding States, no orgar]ization will ever come into exist-

ence. On the other hand, by unanimous decision, the member States at any moment 
can modify at will or even terminate the existence of the organization against the latter's 

will and even against specific provisions in the latter's charter - without committing 

an international delinquency.77" 

Alvarez's argument based upon "New International Law" is, although suggestive on 
the level of idea, unable to be applied to actual cases as an argument lex lata. In the Com-

petence of the Genera/ Asse,nb/J' case. Alvarez claimed that the General Assembly may still 

'" seyersted, supra note 59, at 458. 

" Rama-Montaldo, supra note 40, at I 19-20. 
65 Id. at 121. See also Seidl-Hohenveldern, The Legal Personality oflnternationa/ and Supranational Organ-

izations, 21 REvuE ~GYPTIENNE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL 35, 41~l,2 (1965). 
?6 Supra note 6, at 180; see also Certain Expenses of the United Nations (Article 17, Paragraph 2, of the Char-

ter), [1962] LC.J. 168. 

" Seidl-Hohenveldern, supra note 75, at 61. 
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determine whether or not the right of veto has been abused and, if the answer is in the af-

firmative, it can proceed with the admission without any recommendation by the Security 

Council. This view was specifically criticized by the Court: 

"[This view] would be to deprive the Security Council of an important power which 

has been entrusted to it by the Charter. It would almost nullify the role of the Security 

Council in the exercise of one of the essential functions of the Organization. It would 

mean that the Security Council would merely to study the case, present a report, give 

advice, and express an opinion. This is not what Article 4, paragraph 2, says.78" 

Thus, his argument is, in its concrete application, more an argument de lege ferenda, or, in 

Samore's stern expression, "a house of cards.79" 

(B) With Respect to the Strict Framework 

Kelsen's argument has been criticized by Schachter. Kelsen, despite hjs claim that 

he would present "all possible mterpretations," fails, says Schachter, even to present the 

interpretations which have, in fact, been advanced by member states and in some cases 

adopted by the competent organs of the United Nations. Giving several examples, Scha-
chter states : 

"They reveal, it seems to me, the logical (as well as the empirical) weakness of Kelsen's 

analysis. For there is nothing in the 'laws of logic' to warrant Kelsen's rejection of 

these other interpretations; indeed, in some cases, his narrow interpretation may be 

attributed to a failure to use logical analysis. . . . 

Kelsen's apparent use of 'logic' to support restrictive interpretation results largely 

from his tendency to give the concept of the Charter fixed and limited meanings, almost 

as though they were precisely defined mathematical symbols. . . . 

But there are certainly no 'logical' reasons why the admittedly vague and imprecise 

language of the Charter must be restricted in meaning. 80" 

It is not evident to what extent Tunkin would accept as constitutional the various kinds 

of practice Seyersted explained. The following statement, however, based upon the realistic 

recognition of the actual political structure cannot be easily ignored : 

"It may be argued that the principles we have stated . . . are too rigid and prevent 

the adaptation of the Charter to changing international life. 

However, those are not only express legal requirements but also the requirements 
dictated by the very nature of the United Nations. 

It was clear from the beginning that the United Nations as an inter-State organization 

and as an organization of peaceful coexistence of States belonging to different social 

and economic systems might be effective and might successfully develop only on the 

bais of consensus among member States and first of all that of the great powers. 

The tendency to impose upon the United Nations certain practices in violation of the 

basic provisions of the Charter . . . . have caused great tensions and brought the Organ-

ization to the verge of a breakdown.81" 

78 supra note 57, at 9. 

'" samore, The New International Law ofAiejandro Alverez, 52 AM. J. INT'L L. 41, 54 (1958). 
80 Schachter, Reviews, The Law of the United Nations, 60 YALE L.J. 189, 192-93 (1951). 

'* Tunkin, supra note 45, at 28. 
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III. Conc!udmg Remarks 

The development of the notion "caract~re constitutionnel" of constituent instruments 

of international organizations has been briefiy traced by introducing some of the important 

works up to the present. It is submitted that this notion will draw more attention and 

become more important as international organizations will increasingly develop and step 

into delicate and controversial fields. The controversies in this regard would be mostly 

fought on the level of how certain provisions or a structure of constituent instruments should 

be interpreted. It is from this viewpoint that the bird's-eye view of principal doctrines of 

interpretative framework, especially with regard to the legal principle of implied powers, 

has been given. 

The criticism against the doctrines in the functional framework by those in the strict 

framework cannot be easily brushed aside as their arguments are based upon the power 
structure of the international society. Some of the controversial activities of the United 

Nations which the Soviet Union and other States claim to be unconstitutional still continue 

to be problematical.82 

On the other hand, the doctrines in the functional framework are also divided among 

themselves in terms of the extent and character of the implied powers. This would originate 

in the different judgnents with respect to the relative weights to be assigned respectively to 

the treaty aspect and the constitutional aspect of constituent instruments. If, and so far 

as a treaty interpretation "is to some extent an art, not an exact science,83" and involves a 

practical judgment of the interpreter, the analysis must be attempted to go deep enough 

to the level of value judgments with respect to the treaty aspect and the cor] stitutional aspect 

of constituent instruments. Furthermore, if this judgment is not to be arbitrary, we should 

seek some regulatory elements in such materials as rules of treaty interpretation, and anal-

ysis of the jurisprudence of the International Court of Justice in terms of the guiding principle 

in its reasoning. So far as the interpretation of constituent instruments is related to the 

mechanism proper to international organizations in contrast with ordinary treaties, this 

mechanism must also be analyzed and taken into consideration.84 It is expected that the 

interpretative framework of constituent instruments will not be the same as that of ordinary 

treaties, but that it will not be simple enough to be set out conveniently with a single formula-

t ion . 

82 The typical example is the financial crisis caused by the disagreement amoDg great power members over 
the peace-keeping operations of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) and the United Nations Oper-
ation in Congo (ONUC). Although the United Nations has survived the crisis by issuing the UN bonds, 
it simply postponed the solution only to make it more difficult and complex. Those which refused to pay 
for UNEF and ONUC simply withheld the part of their contributions which constituted the reimbursement 
of the UN bonds. Many developing countries object to the repayment being included in the regular budget. 

8B Draft Articles on the Law of Treaties with Commentaries. Adopted by the International Law Com-
mission at Its Eighteenth Session, [1966] 2 Y.B. INT'L L. COMM'N 218, para. 4. 

" The present writer attempts to analyze these and other points in the rest of the article cited above. 




